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VSCO

This app is for improving photos. 
We have a lot of filters. We can 

contrast, adjust and decide 
about the color or the coolness 
of photo. If you are intrested in 

photography you should check it 
out this. It can be usefull even if 

you have got an Instagram.



MINIMALIST

This is a kind of check list in your 
phone. It's simple and clear. You 

can quckly write something or 
change your plans. If you have a 
lot of things to do, this app is for 

you.



EARTH

App form Google in your phone. 
You can travel around the world 
at the touch of your hand. There 

is an option called Street View 
and you can walk down any 

street in the world.



SMALL GOAL

Thanks to this application  we 
can control our 'small goals'. 

Firstly we must check what we 
want to improve. Later we can 
set hours and days for this. It is 

very simple and nice.



SQUID

SQUID is an app with articles 
form many different websites. 

You choose your favourite topics 
and you can read the news you 

are most intrested in.



SHAZAM 

Shazam is one of the world’s 
most popular apps, to identify 
music that’s playing and see 
what others are discovering.

 One-tap access to video clips, 
song lyrics, related tracks and 
streaming services, where you 
can listen to your Shazams in 

full or buy them.



GRAMMARLY

The Grammarly Keyboard helps you write mistake-free 
and with ease in any app you use on your mobile 

device. It provides hundreds of checks and features. 
Whether you’re sending an urgent email, important  
message, or essential Facebook post or just stupid 
thing to your friend you can write from your phone 

with confidence.



YELP

Find and read reviews about great 
local buissnes near you.

Whether you are looking for a 
pizzeria that is open now or a coffee 
shop nearby, Yelp is your local guide 
to finding just the place to eat, shop, 

drink, relax, and play.



FITBIT

Fitbit is dedicated to helping people lead 
healthier, more active lives.

In Fitbit you can check how many steps 
you made today and compare this with 

another days, controls your hours of 
sleep, log  your food to see how many 

calories you consume each day and much 
more options.



ETSY

Is a global marketplace where people
around the world connect to make, sell and
buy handmade and vintage goods. This is
the place where creativity lives and thrives
because it's powered by creative people.



Examples of products that you can buy





HUJI CAM

Huji Cam is an iPhone and Android photo
and video app, made by Manhole.

You can take a photo and it'll put a filter on
it, but you can only use this filter if you

take the photo with the app.



Examples of photos
taken by Huji Cam



SNOW
Is an image messaging and multimedia
mobile app created by Camp Mobile.

In features virtual stickers and photographic
filters.

SNOW allows users to take pictures or
videos (of a maximum duration of 10
seconds) and choose from 50 filters.



Examples of filters



AMINO APP

The Amino App is a network of communities that 
lets

you explore over the things you're into. Each Amino
has great content, the friendliest of people and
exciting events. There are a lot of groups, e.g.

"Basketball fans"
"Dogs Amino"

"Studying Amino"
and anything else you might like.



Is used for:
- for learning words

- to learn the definition of words
- to learn different subjects e.g Maths, English, Polish grammar , 

Biology
- to play

We learn through:
- flashcards

- study the words in "game" forms

QUIZLET



LEARNINGAPPS.ORG

We use it to:
- learn
- play
- get to know the world
 
We learn through:
- puzzles
- "who wants to be a millionairs show"
- crossword
- "hangman" games
- quizes
- matching pairs
- group assigments



KHAN ACADEMY

We use it for perfecting the skills in:
- mathematics
- programming
- sciences
- history
- art
- economics
 
 

We learn through:
- free courses

- lessons
- online exercises



CacooWe use it for creating maps.
 
You can add:
- descriptions
- photos
- sounds
 
 

Thanks to the application you can:
- plan a trip
- recreate a historical event



INGA SKOWRON
KINGA MŁOTKOWSKA
AGATA MACIEJEWSKA

MARTYNA LEPPERT


